This bibliography does not pretend to be exhaustive. It tries to identify some major publications and recent literature relating to:

- UNHCR's mandate and activities;
- Refugee protection and durable solutions;
- Refugee situations and forced displacement.

It also provides a list of core UNHCR guidelines and manuals relating to the protection and assistance of refugees as well as titles of academic journals and a series on refugee issues.

References were selected from the Refugee Literature (REFLIT) database developed by the UNHCR Library and were compiled by Geneviève Bador, Senior Documentation Officer. Publications are available for consultation at the Library in Geneva: e-mail: library@unhcr.org

UNHCR's Mandate and Activities

INDEX TERMS : refugees; historical groups of refugees; international cooperation; international refugee law; assistance programmes; durable solutions; international protection; asylum; UNHCR; IRO; NGOs
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS : Europe; Africa; Latin America; Asia

Also available in French
INDEX TERMS : refugees; internally displaced persons; returnees; protection; voluntary repatriation; financing; UNHCR; reintegration; humanitarian assistance; assistance programmes
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS : Africa; Americas; Middle East; Asia; Europe

ISBN : 2 13 050088 9
INDEX TERMS : refugees; history; IRO; assistance programmes; UNHCR; international protection; refugee instruments; international refugee law; CSR51; international cooperation; NGOs; IOM; Red Cross; UN specialized agencies; CSR67; OAR69

ISBN : 0-8108-0746-7
INDEX TERMS : refugees; history; UNHCR Statute; international protection; CSR51; durable solutions; resettlement; assistance programmes; inter-agency collaboration; former organizations; UNHCR; NGOs
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS : Europe; Africa; Asia; Americas

Also available in French and other languages
Previous editions: A humanitarian agenda, 1997; In search of solutions, 1995; The challenge of protection, 1993

INDEX TERMS : refugees; asylum seekers; internally displaced persons; returnees; international refugee law; conflict resolution; mass exodus; settlements; human rights; protection; treaties; history; World War 2; flight; asylum policy; armed conflict; refugee camps; durable solutions; voluntary repatriation; humanitarian assistance; UNHCR; NGOs

HCR/INF/1/Rev.3

INDEX TERMS : UNHCR Statute; General Assembly resolutions; ECOSOC resolutions


INDEX TERMS : refugees; asylum seekers; UNHCR; politics; refugee definitions; international armed conflict; history; international community; international relations


INDEX TERMS : refugees; persons of concern to UNHCR; international protection; human rights; refugee definitions; refugee status determination procedures; refugee movements; refugee rights; international law; development; history; UNHCR


INDEX TERMS : refugees; asylum seekers; returnees; women refugees; child refugees; international protection; asylum; non-refoulement principle; refugee status determination; expulsion; extradition; temporary refuge; voluntary repatriation; rescue at sea; armed attacks on camps; detention; refugee travel documents; UNHCR Excom conclusions

ISBN : 2-8027-1566-6

INDEX TERMS : refugees; CSR51; non-refoulement principle; refugee definition; country of origin conditions; causes of flight; persecution; human rights; UN Charter; OAUR69; European Union; asylum policy; international law; case studies

INDEX TERMS: refugees; stateless persons; internally displaced persons; refugee instruments; regional refugee instruments; refugee-related declarations; international instruments; declarations; human rights; asylum instruments; statelessness

First published by the Institute of Jewish Affairs, New York (1953); reprinted by UNHCR in 1997

INDEX TERMS: refugees; CSR51; refugee definitions; refugee rights; refugee duties; refugee status; exclusion clauses; cessation clauses

First published by the Institute of Jewish Affairs, New York (1955); reprinted by UNHCR in 1997

INDEX TERMS: stateless persons; statelessness; protection; international law; withdrawal of nationality; history; CSSP54; international instruments


INDEX TERMS: refugees; returnees; repatriation; reintegration; displacement; durable solutions; information; return migration; case studies; NGOs; UNHCR


INDEX TERMS: refugees; asylum seekers; internally displaced persons; victims; protection; human rights instruments; war crimes; international criminal tribunals; CERD65; ICCPR66; ACHPR81; CAT84; CEDAW79; UN; UNHCR; Commission on Human Rights; African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights; European Court of Human Rights; NGOs; OAU; OAS; OSCE; Inter-American Court of Human Rights

GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Europe; Africa; Latin America


INDEX TERMS: refugees; internally displaced persons; international refugee law; refugee definition; refugee rights; refugee duties; local integration; voluntary repatriation; asylum; non-refoulement principle; national refugee law; UNHCR; stateless persons; international instruments; inter-agency collaboration; case studies; CSR51; refugee status determination

Foreword by S. Ogata
INDEX TERMS: refugees; asylum seekers; displaced persons; aliens; refugee law; human rights; refugee definitions; refugee rights; protection; international law; refugee definitions; refugee status determination procedures; asylum; UNHCR; international instruments; history


INDEX TERMS: internally displaced persons; refugees; asylum seekers; human rights; nationality; refugee law; statelessness; international law; international relations; right to leave; right to return; freedom of movement; country of origin; UNHCR; UN
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Yugoslavia; Europe; Central Asia


INDEX TERMS: refugees; international refugee law; international protection; refugee experiences; repatriation; human rights violations; temporary refuge; development aid; refugee camps


INDEX TERMS: refugees; statutory refugees; historical groups of refugees; mandate refugees; history; concept of a refugee; international refugee law; CSR51; well-founded fear of persecution; exclusion clauses; refugee definitions; refugee status; refugee status determination; cessation clauses


INDEX TERMS: refugees; historical groups of refugees; refugee definitions; UNHCR Statute; OAU Convention refugees; IRO; League of Nations; history; influx; displaced persons; UNHCR mandate; good offices; international protection; refugee status procedures; CSR51

ISBN : 90-6704-118-1

INDEX TERMS: refugees; asylum seekers; refugee law; exclusion clauses; refugee status; international law; human rights; international instruments; crimes against humanity; crimes against peace; war crimes; non-political crimes; UDHR48; convention refugees; UNHCR; UN

The refugee in international law / Goodwin-Gill, G.S. - 2nd. - Oxford (United Kingdom); New York (NY); Tokyo : Oxford University Press, 1996. - xl, 584 p. : bibl., annexes

INDEX TERMS: refugees; internally displaced persons; refugee definitions; international refugee law; international instruments; international and national law; state responsibility; refugee status procedures; persecution; international protection; non-refoulement principle; expulsion; extradition; illegal entry; rescue at sea; asylum; influx; voluntary repatriation; resettlement; local settlement

INDEX TERMS: refugees; displaced persons; women; voluntary repatriation; return migration; reintegration; protection; case studies; IOM; UNHCR; NGOs; conference papers
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Sudan; Ethiopia; Burundi; Liberia; United Republic of Tanzania


INDEX TERMS: refugee; asylum seekers; refugee law; human rights instruments; humanitarian assistance; international protection; asylum policy; NGOs; UNHCR; refugee definitions; early warning systems


INDEX TERMS: refugees; concept of a refugee; refugee definitions; international refugee law; CSR51; asylum; right of asylum; admission


INDEX TERMS: Palestinians; refugees; stateless persons; refugee law; international humanitarian law; refugee status; family reunification; human rights; international protection; self-determination; right to return; UN; UNRWA; history; statistical data; durable solutions; negotiation
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Middle East


INDEX TERMS: refugees; voluntary repatriation; legal protection; safety of refugees; reintegration; international refugee law; refugee law; monitoring; refugee status; human rights; history; cessation clauses; case studies; IRO; UNHCR mandate


INDEX TERMS: refugees; case studies; decisions on refugee status; persecution; refugee law
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Europe; North America

Refugee Situations and Forced Displacement


INDEX TERMS: refugees; victims of war; migrants; causes of flight; refugee movements; human rights violations; national security; international assistance; international protection; government; intergovernmental organizations; NGOs; religious institutions; UNHCR
ISBN: 0-19-508183-8

INDEX TERMS: refugees; refugee movements; national security; asylum; international cooperation; international assistance; international protection; humanitarian assistance; durable solutions; refugee-assisting organizations; UNHCR


INDEX TERMS: refugees; internally displaced persons; migrants; forced migration; refugee status; refugee definitions; international humanitarian law; international protection; humanitarian assistance; return migration; history; development; environment; reintegration; reconstruction; ethnic identity; case studies
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Africa; Americas; Asia; Europe


INDEX TERMS: refugees; causes of flight; refugee definitions; ethnic conflict; separatism; revolution; international armed conflict; armed intervention; social conflict; root causes mitigation; developing countries
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Africa; Americas; Asia


INDEX TERMS: refugees; migration; asylum; freedom of movement; refugee definitions; refugee status determination procedures; protection; democracy; safe third country; UNHCR
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Europe

ISBN: 0-8157-4954-6

INDEX TERMS: internally displaced persons; internal conflict; internal displacement; internal migration; forced migration; humanitarian assistance; regional organizations; NGOs; UN

ISBN: 0.8157-1514-5

INDEX TERMS: internally displaced persons; internal conflict; armed conflict; forced migration; UNHCR; UN; NGOs; case studies; internal displacement
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Burundi; Rwanda; Liberia; Sudan; Yugoslavia; Azerbaijan; Armenia; Georgia; Tajikistan; Sri Lanka; Colombia; Peru

ISBN : 0-87436-753-0

INDEX TERMS : internally displaced persons; internal displacement; protection; humanitarian assistance; international law; human rights; UN; NGOs; safety of refugees; forced migration

ISBN : 0-333-68692-6

INDEX TERMS : children; women; elderly; indigenous groups; refugees; asylum seekers; human rights; migration; UDHR48; CRC89; human rights covenants 1966; WHO; migrants; illegal immigrants; health services; rejected asylum seekers


ISBN : 1 85383 521 8

INDEX TERMS : internally displaced persons; refugees; armed conflict; human rights violations; forced migration; protection
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS : Africa; Americas; Asia; Europe
ISBN: 0-7546-1772-6

INDEX TERMS: internally displaced persons; international protection; uprootedness; armed conflict; case studies; safety zones; humanitarian intervention; needs; border controls
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Bosnia and Herzegovina; Rwanda; Somalia; Iraq

ISBN: 92-1-101044-6

INDEX TERMS: refugees; developing countries; educational programmes; human rights; CRC89; international aid; UNHCR; training programmes; vocational programmes; child refugees; developing countries; education; educational programmes; schools; case studies
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Nepal; Tanzania; Kenya; Uganda

ISBN: 0-8157-1512-9

INDEX TERMS: refugees; internally displaced persons; exodus; flight; statistical data; special needs; humanitarian assistance; emergency relief; human rights organizations; human rights violations; OAU; ASEAN; UNHCR; UN; NGOs; sovereignty; international protection; preventive diplomacy; durable solutions; internal conflict; international cooperation
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Africa; Americas; Asia; Europe; Middle East


INDEX TERMS: refugees; migrants; asylum seekers; migration; persecution; human rights; refoulement; burden sharing; crime; detention; country of origin; European Union; Council of Europe; European Court of Human Rights; ECHR50; CSRS51; UNHCR; IOM; NGOs; asylum policy; international protection; international refugee law
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Baltic States; Belarus; Czech Republic; Russian Federation; Eastern Europe

ISBN: 0-19-925030-8

INDEX TERMS: refugees; internally displaced persons; ethnic and national groups; refugee law; asylum; protection; human rights; humanitarian intervention; international cooperation; peacekeeping; forced migration; ethnic cleansing; repatriation; resettlement; prevention; government; UN; UNHCR; UNDP; OSCE; NGOs; European Union
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Africa; Americas; Asia; Europe; Middle East

ISBN: 2-7178-1437-X
INDEX TERMS: refugees; statutory refugees; refugee definitions; concept of a refugee; history; refugee status; refugee status determination; exclusion clauses; cessation clauses; refugee rights; refugee duties; freedom of movement; extradition; nationality; well-founded fear of persecution; legal decisions; courts; UNHCR Statute; CSR51
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: France

The problems of refugees in Africa: boundaries and borders / Blavo, E.Q. - Aldershot (UK) : Ashgate, 1999. - ix, 177 p. : tabl., map, bibl. - (University of North London voices in development management)
INDEX TERMS: vulnerable groups; refugees; refugee status; refugee experiences; protection; refugee rights; CSR51; OAUR69; policy; durable solutions; international refugee law; armed conflict
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Africa

ISBN : 0-223-97691-4
INDEX TERMS: refugees; Vietnamese; history; politics; international cooperation; Red Cross; NGOs; UNHCR; UNICEF
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Cambodia; Viet Nam; Thailand

ISBN : 90-411-0482-8
INDEX TERMS: refugees; refugee definitions; human rights; asylum policy; temporary refuge; integration; resettlement; residence; safety zones; protection; non-refoulement principle; voluntary repatriation; return migration; case studies; history; European Union; UNHCR; UN; OSCE
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Yugoslavia; Slovenia; Bosnia and Herzegovina; Europe

ISBN : 90-411-1659-1
INDEX TERMS: refugees; internally displaced persons; international law; OAUR69; UNHCR; international refugee law; asylum; admission; case studies; international protection
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Africa

ISBN : 0-19-827564-1
INDEX TERMS: refugees; de facto refugees; women refugees; asylum seekers; international relations; humanitarian assistance; international migration; politics; refugee aid and development; emergency relief; armed attacks on camps; humane deterrence policy; detention; legal protection; admission policy; voluntary repatriation; resettlement; early warning systems; religious institutions
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Europe; South East Asia; North America

ISBN : 0 582 31564 6
INDEX TERMS: refugees; environmental refugees; forced migration; refugee camps; natural resources; environmental policy; development; repatriation; case studies

GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Senegal; Guinea; Rwanda

ISBN: 0-86210-265-0. - AI Index : ACT 34/03/97

INDEX TERMS: asylum seekers; refugees; internally displaced persons; refoulement; non-refoulement principle; human rights instruments; international protection; armed conflict; refugee law; safe third country; international cooperation; voluntary repatriation; refugee status determination procedures

ISBN: 0-7099-3848-9

INDEX TERMS: causes of flight; internal disturbances; international armed conflict; emergency relief; local settlement; resettlement; repatriation; UN Specialized agencies; intergovernmental organizations; NGOs; refugee definitions; early warning systems; refugees

ISBN: 2-501-0235-4

INDEX TERMS: children; asylum seekers; refugee; refugee status; protection; UNHCR; asylum policy; receiving country; history; developing countries; refugee definitions

GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: France; Europe

A colloquium of the Graduate Institute of International Studies, Geneva, in collaboration with the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
ISBN: 90-411-1743-1

INDEX TERMS: refugees; international protection; history; right to seek asylum; asylum policy; agents of persecution; CSR51; international law; durable solutions; case studies; refugee status determination procedures

GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Switzerland; Europe

ISBN: 1 85649 609 0

INDEX TERMS: Cambodians; Chinese; Laotians; Vietnamese; exodus; asylum; resettlement; repatriation; return migration; international assistance; receiving country

GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Asia

INDEX TERMS: refugees; right of asylum; history; society; state; nationalism; self-determination; CSR51; nationality; refugee identity documents; persecution; public administration; international protection; assistance; former organizations; UNHCR
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: France; Western Europe

ISBN: 1 86197 211 3

INDEX TERMS: asylum seekers; refugees; immigration; boat people; illegal entry; cross border operations; forced labour; IOM; migrant workers; influx deterrence; denial of refugee status; clandestine employment; forcible return
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Europe

ISBN: 0-19-503615-8

INDEX TERMS: Europeans; refugees; international cooperation; international law; victims of war; international armed conflict; history; Nansen office; admission policy; UNHCR mandate; causes of flight; international organizations; UNHCR; refugee-assisting organizations; concept of a refugee; historical groups of refugees;
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Europe

Guidelines and Manuals


INDEX TERMS: refugees; refugee status determination; refugee definitions; CSR51; refugee status procedures; UNHCR; government; case studies; teaching materials; training programmes; vocational training; manuals


INDEX TERMS: women refugees; women-at-risk; protection; legal protection; safety of refugees; special needs; gender discrimination; violence against women; assistance programmes; camp layout; UNHCR; manuals

HCR/1P/4/ENG/REV.2
Available in various languages

INDEX TERMS: refugees; refugee status determination; refugee definitions; CSR51; CSRP67; well-founded fear of persecution; cessation clauses; exclusion clauses; family reunification; refugee status procedures; manuals

INDEX TERMS: refugees; displaced persons; women; children; international law; right of asylum; refugee law; international protection; human rights; international instruments; CSR51; UDHR48; CRC89; international humanitarian law; civil and political rights; economic social and cultural rights; detention; family unity; discrimination; manuals; UNHCR

GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Africa; Americas; Europe


INDEX TERMS: refugees; asylum seekers; returnees; vulnerable groups; unaccompanied minors; voluntary repatriation; UNHCR EXCOM conclusions; UNHCR mandate; UNHCR Statute; UN General Assembly; CSR51; protection; durable solutions; international refugee law; human rights; international instruments; guarantees to returnees; country of origin; receiving country; interviews; landmines; tracing; inter-agency collaboration; UNHCR; manuals


Also in French

INDEX TERMS: refugees; vulnerable groups; humanitarian assistance; emergency relief; protection; durable solutions; education; health; food supply; water supply; sanitation; transport; voluntary repatriation; camp layout; management; planning; coordination; financing; safety of humanitarian personnel; UNHCR; manuals; communication


Also available in English, French, Russian and Spanish

ISBN: 92-1-000052-8

INDEX TERMS: terminology; information handling; information storage and retrieval; documentation; information services


INDEX TERMS: refugees; persons of concern to UNHCR; international protection; history; international refugee law; UNHCR Statute; CSR51; CSRP67; UNHCR EXCOM Conclusions; regional refugee instruments; OAU869; refugee definitions; human rights; UNHCR; IRO; teaching materials


INDEX TERMS: refugees; returnees; internally displaced persons; vulnerable groups; international protection; refugee status determination procedures; assistance programmes; refugee aid and development; project management; implementing partners; UNHCR; manuals

INDEX TERMS: asylum seekers; refugees; women refugees; child refugees; stateless persons; returnees; elderly; international protection; refugee definitions; CSR51; CSRP67; flight; voluntary repatriation; local integration; resettlement; UNHCR, manuals

INDEX TERMS: child refugees; unaccompanied minors; child care; family; primary health care; mental health; psycho-social problems; education; nutrition; human rights; refugee status determination; culture; international instruments; international protection; durable solutions; safety of refugees; UNHCR; manuals

Refugee protection: a guide to international refugee law / United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees; Inter-Parliamentary Union.- Geneva: UNHCR; Inter-Parliamentary Union, 2001.- 146 p. tab. Also in French
INDEX TERMS: asylum seekers; refugees; international instruments; international protection; refugee definitions; detention; voluntary repatriation; local integration; resettlement; implementing partners; international organizations; financing; UNHCR, manuals

This manual replaces the previous edition published in 1995
INDEX TERMS: mothers; adolescents; family planning; violence against women; infectious diseases; health; sexual abuse; refugee rights; surveillance (health); monitoring; manuals

INDEX TERMS: refugees; refugee status; resettlement policy; resettlement processing; admission policy; admission quotas; refugee status determination procedures; durable solutions; receiving country; integration; needs assessment; interviews; counselling; international protection; management; case studies; UNHCR; manuals

GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Australia; Canada; Denmark; Finland; Netherlands; New Zealand; Norway; Sweden; Switzerland; United States

Also in French, German and Spanish
INDEX TERMS: women refugees; violence against women; legal protection; refugee status determination; human rights violations; victims of conflict; social problems; education; training programmes; psycho-social problems; international law; sexual abuse; UNHCR EXCOM Conclusions; CEDAW79; manuals

Also in French
INDEX TERMS: refugees; asylum seekers; implementing partners; refugee-assisting organizations; international cooperation; intergovernmental organizations; Council of Europe; European Union; treaties; NGOs; manuals; UNHCR
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS: Europe
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INDEX TERMS : refugees; medical treatment; medical drugs; medical supplies; emergency relief supplies; needs assessment; refugee camps; UNHCR; manuals


INDEX TERMS : refugees; refugee participation; planning; assistance programmes; protection; emergency relief programmes; repatriation; income-generating projects; durable solutions; UNHCR; manuals

Also in French

INDEX TERMS : humanitarian assistance; emergency relief operations; international security; armed forces; peace efforts; international protection; inter-agency collaboration; international cooperation; management; administrative procedures; negotiation; transport; UNHCR mandate; UN; UN system; UNHCR; manuals


INDEX TERMS : returnees; internally displaced persons; voluntary repatriation; assistance; UNHCR EXCOM Conclusions; CSR51; OAUR69; history; training programmes; teaching materials; manuals; data collection; UNHCR mandate; UNHCR

Academic Journals


World Refugee Survey / U.S. Committee for Refugees.- Washington (DC): U.S. Committee for Refugees
Annual
ISSN: 0197-5439
www.refugees.org